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We give a brief overview of the status of core collapse supernova modeling, partic- 
ularly as it pertains to predictions of neutrino signatures for the next galactic or 
near extragalactic supernova. We also consider the implications of neutrino mass 
for both the supernova mechanism and neutrino signature predictions. 

1 Introduction 

The possibilit onnec i.e., their 
death through core collapse supernova explosions, and the ultimate fate of the 
Universe is an exciting one. Core collapse supernovae are powered by neutrinos. 
These astyrophysical events produce more than neutrinos per second, 
making them the most copious localized source of neutrinos in the Universe 
and an ideal laboratory for the exploration of neutrino physics. Moreover, 
given the prevalence of neutrinos in the Universe, owing to its early evolution, 
neutrino masses in the range 3 - 10 eV would result in a significant neutrino 
contribution to the closure density and the Universe’s ultimate fate. A nonzero 
neutrino mass also opens up the possibility of neutrino oscillations, which, as 
we will discuss, may have ramifications for the supernova mechanism and, as 
we will show, will certainly have ramifications for supernova neutrino signature 
predictions. 
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2 The Core Collapse Supernova Mechanism: A Status Report 

Core collapse supernovae result when the iron core of a massive star becomes 
unstable late in the star’s life, collapses gravitationally, at supernuclear den- 
sities becomes incompressible, rebounds, and generates a shock wave that ul- 
timately propagates out through the core and the outer layers of the star to 
disrupt it in a core collapse supernova explosion. Unfortunately, because of 
dissociation and neutrino losses, the shock stalls to form an accretion shock. 
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Current supernova theory revolves around the idea that the stalled shock is 
revived by a “delayed shock mechanism” first discovered by Wilsog‘ and fully 
developed by Bethe and Wilsod. In this mechanism, the stalled shock is re- 
vived by neutrino heating, Le., by the absorption of electron neutrinos and 
antineutrinos by the dissociation-liberated protons and neutrons behind it. 

Although the basic paradigm is believed to be in hand, simulations of 
core collapse supernovae have not consistently yielded e ~ p l o s i o n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
This disparity resulted in part from the fact that the delayed shock mecha- 
nism is extremely sensitive to approximations to the transport of the neutri- 
nos responsible for shock revival, as they propagate from the radiating “neutri- 
nospheres” below the shock to the shock itself. Until recently this transport has 
been approximate@*27. Recent results obtained with exact transport are very 
promisin&’ and prove that different transport schemes do yield differences with 
consequences for the supernova mechanism. This decade has also seen the birth 
of multidimensional supernova modeling, which has demonstrated that multi- 
dimensional effects, such as convection below the neutrinospheres or the shock 
or both, may play a role in shock revival and the explosion mechan i~d~7’ ’~~ .  
However, these i tigations are only in their infancy and the results have 

Convection below the neutrinospheres, if vigorous, may boost the neu- 
trinosphere luminosities as hot matter is dredged from deeper regions in the 
stellar cod7.  Convection above the neutrinosphere and behind the stalled 
shock may boost the shock radius considerably, which would move the shock 
to a shallower point in the gravitational potential and to a lower preshock r a m  
pressure, facilitating shock revivap. Convection below the neutrinospheres is 
arguably the most difficult to investigate numerically because the neutrinos 
and the matter are coupled in this region and, consequently, multidimensional 
simulations must include both multidimensional hydrodynamics and multidi- 
mensional neutrino transport. Thus, final conclusions regarding the extent 
of convection and its impact on the explosion mechanism, and the resolution 
of the disparate predictions of previous, less realist’ic simulation&5~8~16~17~22~21, 
must await next-generation simulations. These simulations will also be needed 
to more thoroughly investigate other effects such as rotation and magnetic field 
effects. 

In addition to the requirements of more accurate transport and the contin- 
ued exploration of multidimensional effects, there is the need for and further 
complications associated with improvements in the microphysics that is input 
to the one- and multidimensional simulations. Work by several groups has 
shown that we can expect changes in the core neutrino luminosities of order 
50% owing to changes in the high-density neutrino opacities when nucleon- 
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nucleon correlations are taken into accoun?3~11~10~24, although feedbacks may 
reduce these changes considerably. Transport simulations have thusfar as- 
sumed that the .neutrinos interact with free nucleons in the center of the core. 
In reality, nucleons at high density are correlated, and these correlations can 
reduce the neutrino opacities. Reductions in the opacities would tend to result 
in enhancements in the neutrino luminosities, and it might be expected that 
these enhancements will become important “late” in the postbounce evolution 
- after about 500 ms - when the proto-neutron star accretion rate falls off 
and the luminosity becomes dominated by the luminosity from the central core 
where nucleon correlations are important?’>lo. 

3 Implications for Neutrino Signature Predictions 

The uncertainties associated with the development of convection in the proto- 
neutron star and the improvements in the high-density neutrino opacities, 
among other uncertainties associated with other phenomena, such as rotation, 
that have not beeen fully explored, have an impact on the ability of current 
models to make neutrino signature predictions. 

Given a delayed shock scenario, the neutrino signatures can be compart- 
mentalized into four phases: the infall, burst, accretion, and cooling phases. 
During the infall phase electron neutrinos are produced during core collapse 
by electron capture on the low-entropy preshocked material. This phase is not 
expected to yield a significant number of events in the detectors and will not be 
discussed here. The burst phase occurs as the shock wave passes the electron 
neutrinosphere, above which electron neutrinos freely escape from the core. 
These neutrinos are also produced by electron capture on the dissociation- 
liberated protons behind the shock. During the accretion phase the neutrino 
luminosities axe dominated by the luminosity of matter accreted onto the sur- 
face of the proto-neutron star below the stalled shock, and it is during this 
phase that the explosion is initiated. The cooling phase follows the accretion 
phase and is characterized by the neutrino luminosities from a cooling, con- 
tracting protcmeutron star at the center of the explosion. Improvements in 
neutrino transport modeling might lead to significant changes in the signature 
predictions for the burst phase and the rise time and luminosity maxima for 
the three-flavor luminosities. Proto-neutron star convection, if vigorous, might 
lead to an enhancement in the neutrino luminosities and, consequently, neu- 
trino signature predictions during and after the accretion phase, and neutrino 
opacity corrections might result in different signature predictions after the end 
of the accretion phaselbeginning of the proto-neutron star cooling phase after 
the explosion has been initiated. 
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In light of the above discussion, it is clear that supernova models have not 
yet advanced to the stage where they can make exact quantitative predictions 
of neutrino signatures from core collapse supernovae. The question naturally 
arises: What can they predict? 

4 

In Figures 1 and 2 we plot the neutrino luminosities and rms energies and 
the total event rates for Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) and SNO for our 11 
and 25 Ma models. These models were computed with hydrodynamics and 
multigroup flux-limited diffusion neutrino transport that were both fully gen- 
eral relativistic, in one dimension (spherical symmetry), and assume that the 
neutrinos are massles8. 

Neutrino Signatures: The Massless Case 

The event rate per flavor per reaction is computed by4 

where we have chosen electron antineutrino absorption on protons as an exam- 
ple and where Np is the number of protons in the detector, R is the distance to 
the supernova, dNss/dc is the differential neutrino number luminosity in units 
of 105'/MeV, ~ ( c )  is the cross section for neutrino absorption or scattering as 
a function of neutrino energy, and q ( c )  is the detector efficiency. 

The reactions considered for Super-K are 

where vi = u,, Vel vp,  V p ,  v,, V7.  The reactions considered for SNO are 
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The cross sections for these reactions are taken from Bruenn5, Krauss et al?8, 
and Ying et al?8 The rate in Super-K is dominated by electron antineutrino 
absorption, for which the detector efficiency, which is really a function of the 
positron energy, can be computed accurately - the neutrino and positron 
energies in this case are nearly the same. For the other reactions, in particular, 
neutrino-electron scattering, the electron energy can take on a continuum of 
energies from the incident neutrino, up to the total neutrino energy. The results 
shown in Figures 1 and 2 assume that on average half the neutrino energy is 
imparted to the electron. For a more accurate treatment the response of the 
detector must be modeled by a separate Monte Carlo calculatio~?~. 

The 11 M G  model explodes by the p r o m p t  mechanism, Le., the shock does 
not stall after it forms, and propagates directly out of the iron core (extreme 
values were chosen for the nuclear equation of state parameters to make this 
happen). The 25 M o  model did not explode. What are the generic neutrino 
signature features we can identify? First, there is an electron neutrino burst 
in both models, which is followed by a sharp rise in the three-flavor neutrino 
luminosities. In the exploding model, this sharp rise is followed by a sharp 
drop as (a) the explosion develops, (b) the accretion luminosities drop off, and 
(c) the luminosities come to b e  dominated by the core luminosities. The proto- 
neutron star then exhibits its characteristic exponential cooling behavior. In 
the 25 M, model, with no explosion the accretion is maintained, the three- 
flavor accretion luminosities remain high, and finally, after a few seconds, a 
black hole forms, followed by a sudden termination in luminosity. A 15 M e  
model in which a delayed explosion was simulated by lifting off the mantle at 
a chosen postbounce time exhibited characteristics of both the 11 and the 25 
MQ models, i.e., at the time the explosion is simulated, there is a sharp drop 
in both the v, and Ye luminosities and rms energies, as in the 11 Mo model, 
whereas they are maintained at higher values by accretion prior to explosion, 
as in the 25 Ma model (see also Burrows et al? and Totani et al?5). Of course 
these “generic” features may be altered by neutrino oscillations, as we will see. 
For example, the electron neutrino burst may not be present in either model, 
although the other features would remain. (For more detail, see Bruenn and 
Me~zacappa~.) 

5 The Implications of Neutr ino Mass 

Given the evidence for neutrino oscillations from the Super-K atmospheric 
neutrino datd’ and the compelling explanation of the solar neutrino deficit in 
terms of neutrino oscillations, the case for neutrino mass, with all of its impli- 
cations for the revision of fundamental particle physics and perhaps supernova 
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Figure 1: Three-flavor luminosities, rms energies, and event rates in Super-K and 

SNO as a function of time for our exploding 11 so la  mass model. 
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theory, is mounting. The implications for supernova theory are twofold: We 
must be concerned about the impact of neutrino masses on (1) the neutrino 
signatures and (2) the explosion mechanism. 

The muon and tau neutrinos interact only via neutral currents and, there- 
fore, decouple at higher density and temperature in the proto-neutron star. 
As a result, they have harder spectra. (The differences in the neutrinosphere 
temperatures for the different flavors are expected to be reduced when nucleon- 
nucleon correlations are introduced into the models 14,) If oscillations between 
tau and electron neutrinos occur, the shock heating rate would be boosted by 
converting tau neutrinos, which are not absorbed by nucleons, to electron neu- 
trinos, which are, while at the same time converting the softer-spectra electron 
neutrinos to tau neutrinos. Because the absorption cross section depends on 
the square of the neutrino energy, both the probability of absorption as well as 
the energy absorbed are increased when the neutrino spectra are hardened. Of 
course, this is benefitial only when the oscillations occur below the gain radius, 
otherwise the transformation occurs farther out where it becomes useless for 
shock revival. 

For comparison, we follow Fuller et al!3 and assume a neutrino mass hier- 
archy that follows the lepton mass hierarchy, i.e., where m,, >> m3 > my,. 
In particular, we chose the tau neutrino mass to be 25 eV, the electron neu- 
trino mass to be 0 eV. rn;? - rn2, = 625 eV2, and mEc - mZe = 6 x eV2. 
We also chose the vacuum mixing angles to be 8v = for v,-ve oscilla- 
tions (within the range considered by Fuller et al.) and sin228v = 6 x 
for v,-ve oscillations. The latter choices for the mass difference and vacuum 
mixing angle were motivated by the small-mixing-angle solution to the solar 
neutrino problem. The vp-ve oscillations would occur in the low-density outer 
layers of the star and would not have an impact on generating the explosion. 
However, because they would occcur between the source (the proto-neutron 
star) and the detector, they must be included to assess their effects on the 
neutrino signatures. 

The resonance region for each type of oscillation was found using the res- 
onance conditiod 

where GF is the Fermi constant, ne is the electron density in our model, and 

Av = lAm2/2EI (5) 
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The Landau-Zener jump probability is then’ 

where 

In equation (5), the logarithmic gradient in the electron density is evaluated at 
the resonance radius defined by equation (5). For small vacuum mixing angles, 
the flavor survival probability is approximately equal to the jump probability. 

Plotted in Figures 3 and 4 are the predicted neutrino signatures for Super- 
K and SNO for our 15 Ma model and both the zero neutrino mass and the 
nonzero neutrino mass (with oscillations) cases. It is evident that there are 
qualitative differences between the two. For example, when neutrino oscilla- 
tions are included, the electron neutrino burst is converted to tau neutrinos, 
and because of their nonzero mass, the “burst” is delayed and significantly 
broadened in time. (For more detail, see Mezzacappa and Bruenr?’.) 

Because our stalled supernova shock reaches a maximum radius only be- 
tween 100-200 km, m, would have to be of order 150 eV before the resonance 
region is interior to the gain region. For our m, = 25 eV neutrinos, the oscil- 
lations occur well outside the heating region and therefore have no impact on 
initiating an explosion, although their effects on the neutrino signatures are 
significant, as we.have shown. 

In contrast, the Fuller et al. calculations, which used an exploding model, 
estimated that neutrino oscillations were important for the explosion energet- 
ics. The difference arises because in their analysis the shock is already at 500 
km and the resonance regions are within the shock heating region. This raises 
an important point: In order for neutrino oscillations to aid in initiating an 
explosion, the oscillations would have to occur deep within the core, as we 
have shown, which, for MSW oscillations, would imply that there must be a 
large mass difference between the tau and the muon neutrinos. Of course, 
other oscillation scenarios are possible and one cannot conclude that this must 
be the case. In any event, even if oscillations do not play a role in initiating 
the explosion, they may play a role in ensuring that the explosion energy is 
sufficiently high. 
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